Recent adoption of deep learning methods to the field of machine lipreading research gives us two options to pursue to improve system performance. Either, we develop endto-end systems holistically or, we experiment to further our understanding of the visual speech signal. The latter option is more difficult but this knowledge would enable researchers to both improve systems and apply the new knowledge to other domains such as speech therapy.
Introduction
In machine lip-reading we have a dilemma: evidence suggests we can identify individuals from their unique visual speech information ( [9, 19] ) yet with conventional systems we pursue the ideal scenario of being able to lip-read any speaker. Recent work with deep learning classifiers and very large datasets promise to achieve this in end-to-end systems but by taking this road, we risk failing to understand the visual speech signal. Whilst there are behavoural studies on human perception of visual speech (human speech readers), we are yet to fully utilise computers fully to undertake these investigations.
In machine lip-reading, one attempts to interpret words spoken from the visual representation of sounds as they're uttered. This means there are two levels of 'translation' within the process, visual gestures (known as visemes) into phonemes, and phonemes into words. Previous literature reports lip-reading performance based on different units in these three stages which makes comparing performance difficult. Some report word error rate [17, 18] , others viseme error rate [3] , or others accuracy of these two units. However, without a known function, or map, to determine which phoneme a viseme translates to (some phonemes are visually indistinguishable and there are many suggested mappings in literature), and the same words can be pronounced with alternative phonemes, there is an argument for a speaker-dependent function for mapping between visual gestures and phonemes [2] . This idea was first presented in [16] and the latest algorithm for deriving speaker-dependent maps c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
from phoneme confusions was presented in [4] . But we need to understand, how speakerdependent should these maps be? Whilst a speaker-generic phoneme-to-viseme (P2V) map is desirable as the concept of a viseme alphabet for every speaker is daunting, we know that adapting a trained classifier from one speaker to another similar speaker, is more dataefficient than learning a model for all speakers [11, 14] which in turn achieves less accuracy. Therefore, we try to determine, just how different are speaker-dependent visemes when lipreading continuous speech? The only prior attempt at answering this question used an isolated word dataset [6] . Here we use a similar methodology to test the effects of the P2V maps and suggest a simple metric to compare the maps.
Method Overview
We use the phoneme clustering approach in [4] to produce a series of speaker-dependent P2V maps. The intention behind the design of this viseme derivation algorithm, is to utilise the unique gestures of each speaker to improve lip reading over previous viseme sets [21] and phoneme labelled classifiers [4] . Our series of maps is made up of the following:
1. a multi-speaker P2V map using all speakers' phoneme confusions; 2. a speaker-independent P2V map for each speaker using confusions of all other speakers in the data;
3. a speaker-dependent P2V map for each speaker.
So we have 25 P2V maps (one multi-speaker map, and 12 speaker maps per types two and three). Maps are constructed using separate training and test data over ten fold crossvalidation [12] . All 25 P2V maps are in the appendices of [1] . We use the HTK toolkit [24] and build HMM classifiers with the visemes in each P2V map. The HMMs are flat-started with HCompV, re-estimated 11 times over (HERest) with forced alignment after the seventh re-estimate. Then we classify using HVite and output results with HResults. We follow the design decisions of [20] , with three state HMMs with an associated five-component Gaussian mixture per state [6] . A bigram word network is built with HBuild and HLStats, and classification is measured as word Correctness (Equation 1) [24] . We report word correctness, C w , rather than viseme correctness. This is because lip-reading is the understanding of speech, i.e. the interpretation of words rather than the matching of a single viseme. This also normalises for training sample bias across the viseme sets. The number of visemes varies per speaker so training sample volumes are not consistent, but the number of words spoken is. The BEEP pronunciation dictionary used throughout these experiments is in British English [7] .
In Equation 1 C w is the word correctness, N is the total number of words, D is the number of deletion errors, and S are substitution errors. These are counted when comparing our classifier recognition outputs with the ground truth.
RMAV Data
Of the continuous speech datasets available, most still use speaker-dependent tests [8, 13, 15, 23] . Some are single speaker-dependent, others multi-speaker dependent but the point is that the test speaker is included in the training data (not the same samples). Active Appearance Models (AAMs) have been described fully in previous literature [20] so we do not repeat this here but we track all 12 speakers and extract AAM features. The RMAV dataset is a corpus of 12 speakers, seven male and five female, each reciting 200 sentences selected from the Resource Management Corpus [3] . The database has a vocabulary size of approximately 1000 words, and was recorded in full-frontal view in HD. Head motion is restrained and lighting constant.
Experiment Design
Each test in this experiment is designated as:
This means P2V map M n from speaker n, is trained using visual speech data from speaker p and tested using speaker q. E.g. M 1 (2, 3) designates testing a P2V map constructed from Speaker 1, using training data from Speaker 2, and testing on Speaker 3.
Multi-speaker (MS) and Speaker-Independent (SI) tests
Accuracte speaker-dependent lip-reading exists [8, 22] . However with independent speakers between training and test sets, accuracy significantly falls [11] . Our first tests use a P2V map based on the phoneme confusions of all speakers. Therefore, the MS map is tested as: (11, 11) , and M [all] (12, 12) . Our SI tests use 12 maps derived using all speakers confusions bar the test speaker. This time we substitute the symbol '!n' in place of a list of speaker ID numbers, meaning 'not including speaker n'. The tests for these maps are as follows M !1 (1, 1), M !2 (2, 2) and so on.
Different Speaker-Dependent maps & Data (DSD&D) tests
This set of tests use the P2V maps and training data of the non-test speaker. So for Speaker 1 we test M 2 (2, 1), M 3 (3, 1), up to M 1 2(12, 1), and for Speaker 2 we test
and so on for all speakers. Table 1 shows Speaker 1 tests. 
Different Speaker-Dependent maps (DSD) tests
These are the same speaker-dependent P2V maps as tested in Table 1 but in these tests we trained and test on the same speaker (maintaining independent samples between train and test folds). In Table 2 we show the DSD tests for Speaker 1 as an example. 
Speaker dependent lip-reading benchmark (SSD)
Our baseline performance are speaker-dependent P2V results where n = p = q. They are SSD because each map, training and test data are all from the same speaker. This mimics previous work in conventional systems due to small AV datasets. These maps are: 3, 3) , up to M 1 2, (12, 12).
Analysis of Results
All results are measured in C w % with error bars showing one standard error (s.e) over 10 folds. M all (7,7) M !7 (7,7) M 9 (9, 9) M all (9,9) M !9 (9,9) M 1 1 (11, 11) M all (11,11) M !11 (11, 11) Te s t Spe ake r q plotted in supplementary materials) . The SD benchmark scores are in red. All speakers bar Speaker 2 are significantly negatively affected by using generalised multi-speaker visemes, including test speakers phoneme confusions in the MS P2V doesn't improve C w . This quantifies lip-reading dependency on speaker identity as dependent on which two speakers are being compared. Our one exception, Speaker 2, (Figure 1) shows only an insignificant decrease in C w with MS and SI visemes. So one future improvement possibility is deriving multi-speaker visemes based upon sets of visually similar speakers. The challenge remains in knowing which speakers should be grouped together. This is consistent with the neuroscience learning adage how the human brain learns "we recognise the familiar, generalise to the similar, and adapt to the novel" [14] . Also, in [6] Figure 4 this test on isolated words were 50/50 if MS or SI maps significantly reduced lipreading. On such a small dataset we can not be conclusive, but it is reassuring that our continuous speech results are similar.
Multi-speaker and speaker-independent maps

Different Speaker-Dependent results
In Figures 2 and 3 we have plotted our results in C w , on the y-axis and our SD benchmark. Here, the HMM is trained on the test speaker so we see the effects of the unit selection. In Figure 2 the three maps M 3 , M 7 and M 12 all significantly reduce C w for Speaker 1. In contrast, for Speaker 2 there are no significantly reducing maps but maps 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11 all significantly improve the classification of Speaker 2. This suggests its not just the speakers identity which is important for good classification but how it is used. Some individuals may simply be easier to lip-read (for reasons as yet unknown) or there are similarities between certain speakers which when learned from Speaker A are adaptable to lip-read visually-similar speakers.
In Figure 3 , Speaker 7 is particularly robust to visual unit selection for the classifier labels. Conversely Speaker's 5 and 12 are significantly affected by the visemes. This variability has not been previously considered, as some speakers may be dependent on good visual classifiers, but others not so much. Again, the number of visual classifiers varies with speaker identity. We rank each speaker viseme set by weighting the effect of the DSD tests in Table 3 . If a map increases on SSD C w within 1s.e, this scores +1 or outside 1s.e scores +2. If a map decreases C w , these weights are negative. The key observation in Table 3 is Speaker   Table 3 : Comparison scores measuring the effect of using speaker-dependent maps for other speakers lip-reading.
12. M 12 is one of two (M 12 and M 5 ) which make an overall improvement in classifying other speakers with positive values in the total row and crucially, M 12 only has one speaker (Speaker 10) for whom the visemes in M 12 does not make an improvement in classification.
The one other speaker P2V map which improves over other speakers is M 5 . All others show a negative effect, this reinforces the assertion visual speech is unique to speakers but we now have evidence of exceptions. In future a way of measuring the similarity between the viseme maps of each individual speaker, this would help adaptation from one speaker to another with less training data.
Different Speaker-Dependent map & Data results
Figures 4 and 5 show the C w achieved with the labelled DS&D tests. It is reassuring to see some speakers significantly deteriorate the classification rates when the speaker used to train the classifier is not the same as the test speaker as this is consistent with our MS and SI tests. For example, on the leftmost side of Figure 4 , the test speaker is Speaker 1. The speaker-dependent maps for all 12 speakers have been used to build sets of classifiers. But when tested on Speaker 1, only maps and models for speakers 3, 7 and 12 show a significant reduction in word correctness. All eight other speakers are within one standard error. Figure 5 we see a similar trend with Speaker 4 showing the most variation of these three speakers. To lip-read Speaker 4 we actually see a significant improvement by using the map and model of Speaker 6 and less significant improvements by speakers 3, 5 and 11. However, whilst these are all signs towards speaker-independent lip-reading, the most common trend is, there is a lot of overlap between our continuous speech speakers and this natural variation is attributed to the speaker identity and or linguistics restrictions.
If we compare these figures to the isolated words results in [6] , either the extra data in this larger data set or the longer sentences in continuous speech have made a difference. Whilst the lack of training on a test speaker is still significantly less accurate than speaker dependent tests, with continuous speech, it is significantly better than the difference experienced in isolated words. Table 4 lists the differences for all speakers on both datasets and the mean difference between isolated words and continuous speech is C w %. Furthermore, with isolated words, the performance attained by speaker-independent tests was shown in cases to be worse than guessing. Whilst our poorest P2V maps might be low, they are all significantly better than guessing regardless of the test speakers. 
Conclusions
In our MS and SI maps, there are ±2 visemes per set whereas the SSD maps have a range of six. So we conclude, there is high risk of over-generalising a MS/SI P2V map. We suggest it is not only the speaker-dependency that varies but also the contribution of each viseme within the set which affects the word classification performance, an idea also shown in [5] . These results present, that a set of certain MS visemes with some SD visemes, may improve speaker-independent lip-reading. We have shown exceptions where the P2V map selection is significant and where classifiers trained on non-test speakers has not been detrimental. This gives hope that with visually similar speakers, speaker independent lip-reading is possible.
Furthermore, with continuous speech, we have shown that speaker dependent phonemeto-viseme maps significantly improve lipreading over isolated words. We attribute this to the co-articulation effects on phoneme recognition confusions which in turn influences the speaker-dependent maps with linguistic or context information. This is supported by evidence from conventional lipreading systems which show the strength of language models in lipreading accuracy.
Finally, we have more evidence that speaker independence, even with unique trajectories between visemes for individual speakers, is likely to be achievable. What we need now is more understanding of the influence of language on visual gestures.
